INTRODUCTION
The structural studies of large biologically functional DNA or RNA molecules in solution are important to understand how their conformational characteristics and how variations of their local structure may translate in specific interactions and recognitions that finally culminate into specific biological function 1 . In this regard, Nuclear Magnetic the chemical synthesis of oligo-RNA on a preparative scale is more problematic compared to the oligo-DNA counterpart. In general, the NMR structure determination of both biologically functional oligo-DNA and RNA is plagued by the fact that the relaxation properties of protons dramatically change, signals broaden and the overlap owing to the repeating sugar units becomes severe, thereby adequate extraction of NMR information is very difficult, if not impossible. Clearly, many of these inherent problems are not easily overcome by simply increasing the field strength of the NMR-magnet. Here, the chemistry for specific isotope enrichment plays a more important role 3, [5] [6] [7] 9, 12 .
The full determination of the tertiary structure of DNA or RNA molecules by NMR spectroscopy requires two types of complementary information: (1) the conformation of each nucleotide unit described in terms of torsional angles, and (2) the spatial proximity between the nucleotidyl protons as interproton distance information. These are obtained from homonuclear proton-proton and heteronuclear proton-phosphorus, carbon-phosphorus coupling constants translated into torsion angle constraints 10 and from the nuclear Overhauser effect (nOe) translated into distance constraints 11 . Subsequently, these constraints are used for molecular model building. To collect this information optimally, it is ideal to have as many clearly separated resonance lines and crosspeaks from different NMR experiments as possible. Although, such coupling and distance information is available from the 2D and 3D NMR experiments for a smaller oligonucleotide, it is simply impossible to collect all of them in a non-prejudicial manner for large oligomers due to spectral overlap and line broadening which make the conformational analysis of a large, biologically functional DNA or RNA a formidable task. The overcrowding follows from the monotonous primary structure of nucleic acids and it is particularly severe for the resonances arising from the repeating pentofuranose moieties of RNA since all H2', H3', H4' and H5'/H5" protons absorb in a narrow chemical shift region (from 5.5 to 3.7 ppm). The line broadening is an intrinsic consequence of the increasing molecular size and it is associated with the more effective relaxation due to multiple pathways 12 , which also gives rise to the spin diffusion hindering the accurate nOe volume determination for a given crosspeak. In order to overcome these difficulties various isotope labelling techniques have been devised.
Uniform labelling with 13 C/ 15 N 13,14 has found widespread use especially in RNA structural studies, and the methods for the preparation of labelled DNA [15] [16] [17] have also been recently published. The enzymatic syntheses [18] [19] [20] [21] and heteronuclei edited multidimensional NMR experiments [22] [23] [24] [25] are extensively reviewed. One of the potential drawbacks of the uniform labelling technique is the possible overcrowding of the heterodomain of the spectra since these nuclei are NMR active. To avoid this, it is important to explore economically viable ways for the site-specific incorporation of the 13 C/ 15 N labelled monomer units to generate short uniformly isotope enriched stretches, separated by nonenriched stretches, in a DNA or a RNA molecule by chemical 26, 27 or enzymatic means 28,29 , simply to disperse the signals optimally and to reduce overcrowding.
We were the first to show 30, 31, 116, 137, 211 that the substitution of proton by deuteron in a stereospecific manner at the pentose sugar residue removes not only the proton signal, it also simplifies the multiplicity of spin-spin interactions by reducing the complexity of ensemble of signals belonging to the spin-coupled neighboring proton(s).
We have also subsequently shown that site specific deuteration 31-37a,38-43 is beneficial for several reasons: (i) It eliminates unessential resonance lines thus decreasing the spectral overcrowding in various regions of 1D and 2D homo-and heteronuclear correlation spectra of oligo-DNA and RNA 31-37a,38 , (ii) it helps to identify coupling patterns as well
as enable more precise determination of coupling values 33,35-37a,38,39 (iii) it enhances structurally important nOe intensities with diminished spin diffusion whereas removing insignificant ones 32, 33, 38, 40 , (iv) it helps to probe the dynamics of oligonucleotides by selective T 1 and T 2 measurements 38, [41] [42] [43] , and (v) it also reduces the line-broadening 40 associated with 1 H dipolar relaxation.
Despite reports showing the importance of deuterium substitution in structural studies of DNA and RNA, a summary of synthetic methods for chemospecific deuterium incorporation at single or multiple sites into nucleosides is clearly missing. The need for such an account is further obviated by the demand for deuterium (or tritium) labelled nucleosides in other spectroscopic investigations or in mechanistic studies on the action of various enzymes. In the present review, different synthetic methodologies that have been so far used for deuteration are discussed in details.
Deuteration of the aglycone
Deuteration of the C2 and C8 of the purine and C5 and/or C6 of pyrimidine base residues can be used for the simplification of overcrowded regions in NOESY or DQF-COSY type spectra of large DNA and RNA oligomers by eliminating crosspeaks appearing from the H5-H6 interaction or from cross-relaxation of the base protons and H1' of the sugar ring. This makes the NMR spectral assignment easier for structural studies [44] [45] [46] [47] [48] [49] [50] [51] . Base deuterated molecules can also be used in conformational investigations by Raman [52] [53] [54] or infrared 55 spectroscopy, in biological studies [56] [57] [58] [59] [60] [61] and studies on hydroxyl radical reactions with nucleosides 62,63 .
Deuteration at C5 of uracil and cytosine derivatives
In the pyrimidine nucleosides and nucleotides, deuteration of the C5 position is based on the susceptibility of the 5,6-double bond to 1,4-nucleophilic addition reactions.
The mechanism of this reaction is considered to be a 1,4-addition of the catalyst with the participation of the C4 carbonyl group of the heterocycle as shown in Scheme 1. For uracil derivatives the reaction takes place only under basic conditions [64] [65] [66] [67] [68] [69] [70] [71] [72] [73] .Sodium bisulfite
is the most commonly used reagent to achieve C5 deuterium exchange in uracil compounds. It adds across the 5,6-double bond producing stable 5,6-dihydro-6-sulfonate derivatives [67] [68] [69] [70] . The mechanism of this process under basic conditions at elevated or at room temperature has been investigated in details 58, 65, 68, [70] [71] [72] and it is found that the bisulfite incorporation is dependent on the pH of the reaction medium, and the exchange is most efficient at pH 7-9 68, 70 . Regeneration of uracil from the sulfonate adduct can be achieved by a treatment at pH >9 70 . It has been observed that ammonium sulfite could increase the rate of the exchange reaction 68 . Kinetic studies have shown that the rate of the hydrogen-deuterium exchange is linearly dependent on both bisulfite and amine concentrations. It is also found that amines accelerate the rate of the reversible addition of bisulfite 68, 70 . Methylamine, dimethylamine, trimethylamine, ethylamine, diethylamine, quiniclidine and imidazole are also effective as ammonia, whereas triethylamine or guanidine is not. Unfortunately, when this method is used for deuterium labelling of uracil derivatives, it gives insufficient level of isotope incorporation (30-60 atom% 2 H) 68 .
However, there are other examples where the use of ammonium bisulfite/ 2 H 2 O system at pD 7.7 at 65 ?C for 72 hours exchanges proton to deuteron at C5 in 90 atom% 44, 46, 47, 49 . The use of amines for the C5 deuteration is not recommended because of the possibility of transamination of the exocyclic NH 2 group of the cytosine-bisulfite adduct 70 .
Certain amines, like imidazole, morpholine, ? -naphthalinamine and p-phenylazoaniline however do not cause transamination 70 and the use of imidazole buffer has also been published 75 . Nevertheless, successful applications of the bisulfite method that provides 90-98 atom% deuterium exchange at C5 for cytosine have been reported 44, 46, 47 .
The exchange of the proton at C5 of cytidine has been studied in acidic media. In a further study on this base catalyzed deuterium exchange of the pyrimidine nucleobases, it has been found that high level isotope exchange can be achieved at C6
with a relatively lower level of C5 deuteration using DMSO-2 H 6 as the deuterium source 48 in the presence of a non-deuterated base.
Deuteration of the parent heterocycles is also feasible. C5, C6-2 H 2 uracil and cytosine can be synthesized using deuterium gas and a metal ion catalyst 79 . When uracil and cytosine are treated with 2 H 2 in alkaline media in the presence of a Pd catalyst, 6-2 H compounds are mostly formed (deuterium incorporation: 96 atom% for uracil, 79 atom% for cytosine), whereas 5-bromouracil and 5-bromocytosine produce mostly the 5-2 H derivatives. It should be however noted that the yield of these reactions is rather moderate.
Deuteration at C8 of adenine and guanine derivatives
Protons linked to C8 of purine derivatives can be exchanged more rapidly compared to C5 and C6 of pyrimidines and C2 of purines 64 . The first observation of ex- "reprotonated" at C8. In the case of guanosine, the protonation of the N7 can also occur due to the formation of a zwitterion [82] [83] [84] [85] (Scheme 3).
The pH-dependent kinetic studies of exchange process have also been performed 52, 71, 83, [85] [86] [87] [88] . It has been found, that within a certain pH range, the structure of the purine could be unchanged (neither protonated nor deprotonated). If the acidity of the media is higher than their pK a (<4), the rate of the exchange is slower. In case of N9 substituted purines the rate of the exchange reaction sharply increases at pH higher than 12 88 . Therefore, the reaction is usually carried out in a slightly alkaline (pH = 7.8) 52 or neutral media using the published procedures 87, 88 . This method has been used for deuteration of C8 of guanosine triphosphate and guanosine monophosphate (incubation of the guanosine derivatives in 2 H 2 O at 50 ?C for 24 hours), and the level of deuterium incorporation is satisfactory for NMR studies of the RNA oligomer 49, 53 .
The methods useful for deuterium exchange at C5 and C6 in pyrimidines can also be applied to purine derivatives. C8 of adenosine and guanosine can be deuterated using a 
Deuteration at C2 of adenine derivatives
The proton attached to C2 of adenines does not undergo exchange in 2 The required monocycles are available from 9-substituted adenines 1 in four steps starting with N1-oxidation to give 1 -N-oxides 2. Subsequently, 1 -N-O-alkylation furnishes 1-alkoxy derivatives 3, followed by hydrolytic ring opening to give the N'-alkoxyimidazole-4-carboxamidines 4, and hydrogenolytic dealkoxylation.
Preparation of deuterated nucleosides using platinum catalyst
In earlier studies the possibility of the introduction of isotope by catalytic exchange has been investigated 92 
been used for the preparation of different base modified ribonucleosides 95 and for the preparation of deuterated single-stranded oligo-DNA 45 .
Postsynthetic deuteration of the aglycone in oligonucleotides
Since the H8 atoms of purines are very labile even at room temperature, it is necessary to perform all further manipulations of the deuterated blocks in deuterated media to avoid the back exchange to proton. Postsynthetic deuteration resolves this problem; thus in this case deuteration is the last step in the preparation of the labelled 
Deuteration of C2' of D-nucleosides
Amongst the most complicated NMR spectral regions for a large oligo-DNA or -RNA, the H2' in 1 H and C2' in 13 C NMR spectroscopy have been proven to be the most complicated. This is the result of large number of interacting protons in the vicinity of these nuclei as well as the stacking interaction of nucleobases resulting in numerous intra-and interresidual nOe interactions. As a consequence, the deuterium substitution at C2' has been of primary interest. It is known to be one of the most difficult tasks 115, 116 .
The methodologies have been reported so far include incorporation of deuterium at both sugar or nucleoside levels either by enzymatic or chemical means to afford the required ribo-or 2'-deoxyribonucleosides.
Synthesis via deuteration of C2' at nucleoside level
The syntheses of C2'-deuterated ribonucleosides are carried out by a sequence of oxidation of appropriately 3',5'-O-protected nucleosides 18a-e (Scheme 6) with 
The synthesis of C2 deuterated sugar precursors
The above (Scheme 6) oxidation-reduction sequence has been used at the sugar material results in the preparation of 2'(S)-deuterio-2'-deoxycytidine.
Wong et al. 136 have reported the synthesis of 2-deoxy-1- The deuterium incorporation has been achieved at both sugar and nucleoside levels. For the sugar transformation, the directive effect exerted by a neighboring 1,2-O-isopropylidene group has been widely exploited (Scheme 14 direction. When a 3'-ketonucleoside is reduced with NaB( 2 H)H 4 in ethanol, the product is a mixture of appropriate xylo and ribo epimers (for U derivative 51a this ratio was found to be 53a/53b = 65:35) 150 . The 3' deuteration upon reduction of the appropriate 3'-keto derivative of adenosine 51b with in situ generated 118,119 sodium triacetoxyborodeuteride 118, 119 in acetic acid is quite surprising due to the known preference for deuterium delivery from the ? -face directed by the bulky aglycone. For the rationalization of this finding the chelation of the reducing agent with the 5'-oxygen has been postulated which then results in overwhelming ? -attack by the deuterium giving 54. The ~95 atom% deuterium incorporation, the accompanying 1-2% xylo impurity evidenced by reversephase HPLC as well as missing data regarding the other nucleosides make this isotope labelling technique somehow less attractive compared to the isotope labelling of sugar derivative 48 followed by nucleoside synthesis. From the 3'-2 H 1 -ribonucleosides 50 the appropriate 3'-2 H 1 -2'-deoxynucleosides can be obtained by 2'-deoxygenation 115 . The C4' deuteration of nucleosides simplifies the analysis of 1 H NMR spectra in various NMR experiments by reducing the spectral crowding in the ribose region and it is also useful in mechanistic studies on enzymatic processes 98 this base catalyzed exchange reaction and the target C4 deuterated derivatives 84 are obtained >97 atom% isotope enrichment 144 .
Deuteration of the C4' position

5'-Mono-and dideuterionucleoside derivatives
Deuteration at C5' of the sugar moiety helps to reduce the spectral crowding in the sugar region to reduce the proton line widths by reducing the dipolar relaxation and to enhance sensitivity giving rise to an overall simplification and precise assignment of the spectra. Stereoselective 5'(S) or 5'(R) deuterium incorporation provides means to determine the exact 3 J H5' , 31P and 3 J H5" , 31P coupling constants and unambiguous nOe assignment, which are essential to elucidate the conformation of the sugar-phosphate backbone of DNA/RNA oligomers 140, [163] [164] [165] . They are used to probe the internal dynamics of oligonucleotides by solid phase 2 H NMR spectroscopy 166, 167 . 5'-Deuterated compounds are also used in conformational [168] [169] [170] and mechanistic [171] [172] [173] studies. Most of the existing methods do not give a satisfactory level of isomerically pure products and work to develop better methods is in progress in our lab. 
5'(S)/5'(R)-monodeuterated nucleosides
In one of the earlier reports of deuterium incorporation at C5' at the nucleoside level, the procedure of reduction of 5'-aldehydo derivatives of adenosine 86 and uridine 89 with NaB 2 H 4 has been described 174 167, 170 .
At the sugar level, C5-deuterated ribose derivatives can be synthesized starting 188 . In a recent report 189 the S/R ratio has been increased to 20:1 by using deuterio-9-BBN for the preparation of the adduct.
Deuteride transfer reaction using deuterium labelled ( -)(2- The use of the phenylseleno group as a leaving group for the free-radical deuteration has also been reported [195] [196] [197] [198] 
Synthesis of 5',5"-dideuterated derivatives
Incorporation of two deuterium atoms at C5 at the sugar level can be achieved by reduction of the appropriate ribofuranouronic acid methyl esters 112 and 116 by 
Enzymatic synthesis of deuterated nucleosides or nucleotides
In a very early attempt to establish the production of deuterium labelled RNA building blocks and labelled RNAs, Synechococuus lividius blue-green algae has been grown in 2 
monophosphates that are useful for chemical synthesis of short oligomers by diester chemistry or are used directly in enzymatic syntheses of various short oligomers [218] [219] [220] [221] .
An 11mer RNA part of a hammerhead ribozyme has been synthesized applying a similar strategy but growing E. coli in 100% 2 H 2 O and converting the isolated fully deuterated rNMPs to rNTPs which are used in T7 polymerase transcription 34 . In a recent paper 141 isomerase. The reactions are conducted in a one-pot fashion followed by boronate chromatography.
Synthesis of labelled nucleosides with multiple isotopes
The purpose of preparing nucleosides with multiple labelling patterns is to facilitate the performance of various heteronuclear correlation experiments. For examples, labelling the prochiral 5'-methylene moiety for stereospecific assignment and through this to measure vicinal 1 H-31 P coupling constants 163 ; to improve the accuracy of coupling data extracted from 1 H-13 C HSQC spectra 222 ; to eliminate crosspeaks completely from crowded regions of 2D spectra 141 or to aid relaxation time measurements 43, 46, 223, 228, 229 can be recalled.
5.1
Synthesis of 2 H, 13 C labelled nucleosides
Chemical syntheses
The stereoselective deuteration of the C5' carbon (Scheme 26) has been applied to a thymidine nucleoside having a uniformly 13 C labelled 2'-deoxyribose ring 26, 224 to afford 5'(R/S)-2 H 1 -1',2',3',4',5'-13 C 5 -thymidine. This compound has been prepared subsequently from the uniformly carbon labelled glucose derivative 97, which is first converted to uniformly carbon labelled 98 (Scheme 23). This is subjected to the stereoselective reduction described 186 225 .
The latter can be prepared from D-glyceraldehyde and separated 209 from its threo epimer 
